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Also, and more significantly, the scope of destruction created by Bad Company 2's advanced
destruction tools, combined with the sophistication of the Frostbite 2 engine are unique in
multiplayer shooters. Other games like this are beginning to copy, but none are as complete and
capable as Bad Company 2. Battlefield Bad Company 2 is a first-person shooter, and sequel to
Electronic Arts' 2008 release, Battlefield Bad Company. Following the continuing combat adventures
of misfits of the US Army's Company B, Bad Company 2 features the characteristic humor and grit of
the Bad Company series, as well as a variety of gameplay improvements and additions, including
2-24 player online support; all-new four man squad gameplay; and more. Battlefield Bad Company 2
is a first-person shooter, and sequel to Electronic Arts' 2008 release, Battlefield Bad Company.
Following the continuing combat adventures of misfits of the US Army's Company B, Bad Company 2
features the characteristic humor and grit of the Bad Company series, as well as a variety of
gameplay improvements and additions, including 2-24 player online support; all-new four man squad
gameplay; and more..caption { font-family: Verdana, Helvetica neue, Arial, serif; font-size: 10px; font-
weight: bold; font-style: italic; } ul.indent { list-style: inside disc; text-indent: -15px; } table.callout {
font-family: verdana; font-size: 11px; line-height: 1. 3em; } td.vgoverview { height: 125px;
background: #9DC4D8 url( repeat-x; border-left: 1px solid #999999; border-right: 1px solid
#999999; padding-left: 20px; padding-right: 20px; padding-bottom: 10px; width: 250px; font-family:
verdana; font-size: 12px; }Story and Gameplay Like the original Battlefield: Bad Company game, Bad
Company 2 is a first-person shooter following the exploits of Company B of the US Army's 222nd
Battalion. In this new adventure, the more mature yet still infamous company of misfits are tasked
with interceding in a series of conflicts that have the potential to ignite of a new World War. Game
environments cover snowy mountains, all the way to jungles and deserts.
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the multiplayer component of battlefield: bad company 2 is a solid package, and the addition of
character unlocks to the game adds some extra fun to the mix. the most exciting thing about the

battlefields multiplayer mode, however, is that the game is so addictive, you'll be playing for hours
on end. the mode is available for playstation 3, xbox 360, and pc. battlefield: bad company 2 is a

first-person shooter developed by bioware and published by electronic arts. it is the follow-up to the
2007 video game battlefield: bad company. it was released for the playstation 3, xbox 360, and

windows pc platforms on november 7, 2010. the game was released for the playstation 4, xbox one
and pc platforms on october 29, 2015. this edition of bad company 2 will see a new multiplayer map,
the factory. this massive map is best played in squads or teams of 4, with the front doors kept open

so the teams can communicate and flank each other. this map is not as large as the original
battlefield map, but there is a lot to do and explore, and it is a great introduction to bad company 2.

battlefield: bad company 2 does what it does best: create a multiplayer experience which lifts it head
and shoulders above the other shooters. all the pieces come together perfectly in an online that

brings out the best of the battlefields, with rush as the pice de rsistance. too bad that the sub-par
singleplayer brings down the score quite a bit. with the destruction 2.0 system, battlefield bad
company 2 takes destructible environments to the next level. now, you can take down entire

buildings and create your own fire points by blasting holes through cover. you can also compete in
four-player teams in two squad-only game modes, fighting together to unlock exclusive awards and

achievements. 5ec8ef588b
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